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Abstract
An intense scholarly and public policy debate concerns the optimal design
of institutions for new democracies, particularly those facing deep ethnic or
cultural cleavages. This paper surveys the main contending models that
have been advanced for ethnically diverse democracies – consociationalism,
centripetalism and communalism – and examines the key components
of each of those models. It then explores some aspects of their application,
arguing that there is much more cross-over between the models than is
commonly assumed.
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Two countervailing forces have de-
fined world politics for much of the
post-Cold War period: the ongoing

spread of democracy over autocracy as a
form of government, and the predomi-
nance of intrastate rather than interstate
forms of violent conflict. Beginning with
the collapse of authoritarian regimes in
Spain and Portugal in 1974 and working
its way through Eastern Europe, Latin

America, Africa and Asia, what Samuel
Huntington dubbed the ‘third wave’ of
democracy led to a threefold increase in
the number of democracies around the
globe. At the same time, however, the
world also witnessed a drastic change in
the expression of large-scale conflict,
towards internal violence, rather than
the wars between states of the past
(Huntington, 1991). As a consequence,
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the twin challenges of democratisation
and conflict management stand at the
very top of the international agenda.
This reality has spawned to a renewed

focus in both scholarly and policy worlds
on the optimal democratic designs for
ethnically diverse societies. As third-wave
democracies drafted new constitutions
and forged new political systems, there
was a tremendous upsurge of interest in
the possibilities of institutional engineer-
ing as a means of promoting the con-
solidation of democracy in post-conflict
polities or fragile transitional states.
Accompanying this was a change in the
dynamics of international development
assistance and the role of multilateral
institutions such as the United Nations.
Spurred by the liberalisation of previously
autocratic states in Africa, Asia, Eastern
Europe and Latin America, the interna-
tional community began to invest heavily
in concepts of democracy promotion,
electoral support and ‘good governance’
as essential elements of economic devel-
opment and the creation of stable and
peaceful states.
The 1990s thus saw an explosion of

interest in issues of institutional design in
new democracies, particularly those in
which the international community was
heavily invested. Developments that
took decades, and in some cases centu-
ries in Western countries – such as a
consolidated constitutional architecture,
or an institutionalised political party
system – were optimistically expected
to be achieved in the space of a few short
years. Scholars interested in the man-
agement of ethnic conflict advocated
overt ‘constitutional engineering’ as a
means of promoting stable democracy
in deeply divided societies (Horowitz,
1991). This message has been increas-
ingly echoed by policy-makers as well,
reflecting a growing consensus on the
importance of political institutions and
constitutional design (Harris and Reilly,
1998).

Among advocates, two contrasting
approaches to political engineering for
the management of social cleavages have
dominated much of the academic litera-
ture. One is the scholarly orthodoxy of
consociationalism that relies on elite
cooperation between leaders of different
communities. Under this model, specific
institutional measures – such as grand
coalition cabinets, proportional represen-
tation (PR) elections, minority veto
powers and communal autonomy – col-
lectively maximise the independence and
influence of each main ethnic community.

An alternative approach, sometimes
typified as centripetalism, eschews
consociational formulas and, instead,
advocates institutions which encourage
inter-communal moderation by promoting
multi-ethnic political parties, cross-
cutting electoral incentives and inter-
group accommodation. The former
approach is based on the strategy of
clarifying ethnic identities and ‘making
plural societies more truly plural’
(Lijphart, 1977), the latter on the opposite
strategy of diluting the ethnic character of
competitive politics and promoting multi-
ethnic outcomes in its place.

A third approach, communalism,
which uses explicit ethnic criteria of
representation, has largely been aban-
doned as a political engineering strategy

‘y there was a
tremendous upsurge

of interest in the
possibilities of

institutional engineering
as a means of promoting

the consolidation of
democracy in

post-conflict polities
or fragile

transitional states’.
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in most of the contemporary world but
retains some vestigial support in a few
post-colonial states, and in some parts of
Central Europe.
This paper looks at each of these

models of political engineering for ethni-
cally diverse societies in turn, focussing
particularly on key democratic institutions
such as political parties, elections systems
and parliamentary representation.

CONSOCIATIONALISM

A basic typology of democratic systems
begins with the distinction between
majoritarian and consensual democracies
(Lijphart, 1984). Because majoritarian,
‘winner-take-all’ models can lead to
minorities being denied parliamentary
representation, it is often argued that
such systems are unsuitable for ethnically
diverse societies. For example, simple
majority rule of the type commonly found
in Westminster parliamentary democra-
cies when applied in an ethnically bifur-
cated society can easily entrench one
party or group’s dominance over all
others. In divided societies, processes
of competitive democracy can, even with
perfectly fair elections, result in a situa-
tion of permanent inclusion and exclu-
sion. Because of this, institutional designs
for plural societies often advocate the
adoption of institutions and practices that
encourage inter-ethnic balancing in public
office, representation of all significant
cleavages in parliament and sharing of
power between these various segments
in government. Consociationalism is the
most established and developed of such
models.
Consociational prescriptions are based

on the principle that each ethnic polity
should enjoy a significant degree of
autonomy and a right of veto over mat-
ters directly affecting the welfare of its
members. Emphasising the need for elite
cooperation if democracy is to survive in

ethnically cleaved societies, consocia-
tional agreements entail a balance of
power within government between
clearly defined social segments, brokered
by identifiable ethnic leaders represent-
ing distinct social groups. Arend Lijphart,
the scholar most associated with the
consociational model, developed this
prescription from a detailed examination
of the features of power-sharing democ-
racy in European countries such as the
Netherlands, Belgium and Switzerland,
and there is disagreement over the extent
to which these measures can be applied
to other regions. However, there is little
doubt that consociationalism represents
the dominant model of power-sharing
for ‘plural societies’ – that is, in Lijphart’s
terminology, ‘societies that are sharply
divided along religious, ideological, lin-
guistic, cultural, ethnic or racial lines into
virtually separate sub-societies with their
own political parties, interest groups, and
media of communication’ (Lijphart, 1984:
22). This definition points both to the
European provenance of consociational-
ism, and to some of the inherent difficul-
ties in applying this model to developing
countries in other regions, which in many
cases are not divided into ‘separate sub-
societies’ but comprise more of an ethnic
mélange, in which groups ‘mix but do not
combine’ (Furnivall, 1948: 304).

In terms of political engineering, con-
sociationalists focus on core democratic
institutions, such as political parties,
electoral systems, and cabinet govern-
ments, and on the territorial division of
state powers via federalism. In each case,
the focus is on defining and strengthening
the autonomy of communal components
of the society in question. In terms of
political parties, for example, consocia-
tional approaches favour parties that
represent social cleavages explicitly, via
what Pippa Norris has characterised as
‘bonding’ rather than ‘bridging’ strategies
– that is, parties that ‘focus upon gaining
votes from a narrower home-base among
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particular segmented sectors of the elec-
torate’ (Norris, 2004: 10). The ideal form
of party system for consociationalists is
one based around clear social cleavages
in which all significant groups, including
minorities, can ‘define themselves’ into
segmental political parties. Only by lead-
ing parties based around such cleavages,
consociationalists contend, can political
elites negotiate delicate ethnic issues
effectively (Lijphart, 1995).
To ensure the fair representation of

such ethnic parties, consociational pre-
scriptions invariably recommend PR
electoral systems, particularly party list
systems that ensure a close parity be-
tween the proportion of the vote won by a
party and its parliamentary representa-
tion by requiring electors to vote for a
party’s chosen list of candidates. Lijphart,
for instance, has consistently maintained
that ‘the electoral system that is optimal
for segmented societies is list PR’
(Lijphart, 1990: 13). This contention is
based on PR’s tendency to produce
multi-party systems, and hence multi-
party parliaments in which all significant
segments of the population can be clearly
represented. Optimally, ‘closed’ party
lists, which do not enable voters to select
individual candidates (thus strengthening
the autonomy of party leaders) combined
with large multi-member electoral districts
(tomaximise proportionality of outcomes),
are favoured.
In addition to PR, consociationalism

also advocates ‘grand coalition’ govern-
ments, in which all significant parties
are given a share of executive power,
and in which minorities have the right
of veto over important issues directly
affecting their own communities. Lijphart
has described South Africa’s interim 1994
constitution, which featured a formal
requirement that all parties with at least
5 per cent of parliamentary seats
be offered commensurate positions in
the cabinet, as ‘close to the optimal
power-sharing system that could have

been devised’ (Lijphart, 1994: 222).
Other prominent examples of mandated
grand coalition cabinets in recent years
include the 1995 Dayton Accord in
Bosnia, the 1998 Northern Ireland Good
Friday agreement and the 2000 Arusha
Agreement for Peace and Reconciliation in
Burundi, among others (Jarstad, 2008).

Despite its enduring appeal, recent
years have seen something of a re-
assessment of the empirical record of
consociationalism in the scholarly litera-
ture. Recent edited volumes by Roeder
and Rothchild (2005) and by Jarstad and
Sisk (2008) have raised pointed ques-
tions about the claims made by advocates
of power-sharing in general and conso-
ciationalism in particular. Other large-N
studies have found limited support for
consociational expectations that greater
minority representation leads to greater
support for democracy (Norris, 2004).
Nonetheless, power-sharing and PR re-
mains a de facto norm for many United
Nations-supported elections, as can
be seen in the cases of Namibia (1989),
Nicaragua (1990), Cambodia (1993),
Mozambique (1994), Bosnia (1996),
Kosovo (2001), East Timor (2001), and
most recently Iraq (2005) (Reilly, 2004).

CENTRIPETALISM

An alternative prescription for divided
societies to that of consociationalism is
what has been called centripetalism – so
called ‘because the explicit aim is to
engineer a centripetal spin to the political
system – to pull the parties towards

‘y recent years have
seen something of a re-

assessment of the
empirical record of

consociationalism in the
scholarly literature’.
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moderate, compromising policies and to
discover and reinforce the centre of a
deeply divided political spectrum’ (Sisk,
1995: 19).
Centripetalism emphasises the impor-

tance of institutions that can encour-
age cooperation, accommodation and
integration across ethnic divides, and
can thus work to break down the salience
of ethnicity rather than fostering its
representation institutionally. In direct
opposition to consociational recommen-
dations, centripetalists maintain that the
best way to manage democracy in divided
societies is not to replicate existing ethnic
divisions in the legislature and other
representative organs, but rather to de-
politicise ethnicity by putting in place
institutional incentives for cross-ethnic
voting to encourage a degree of accom-
modation between rival groups. Institu-
tions that encourage parties and
candidates to ‘pool votes’ across ethnic
lines, centripetalists contend, can pro-
mote cooperative outcomes and, in so
doing, take the heat out of ethnic politics
(Horowitz, 1985, 1991).
In an earlier book on electoral engi-

neering for divided societies, I defined
centripetalism as a shorthand for a poli-
tical system or strategy designed to focus
competition at the moderate centre
rather than the extremes, and identified
three facilitating components:

(i) The presentation of electoral incen-
tives for campaigning politicians to
reach out to and attract votes from a
range of ethnic groups other than
their own, thus encouraging candi-
dates to moderate their political
rhetoric on potentially divisive issues
and forcing them to broaden their
policy positions.

(ii) The presence of multi-ethnic arenas
of bargaining, such as parliamentary
and executive forums, in which poli-
tical actors from different groups
have an incentive to come together

and cut deals on reciprocal electoral
support, and hence perhaps on other
more substantial policy issues as well.

(iii) The development of centrist, aggre-
gative and multi-ethnic political
parties or coalitions of parties that
are capable of making cross-ethnic
appeals and presenting a complex
and diverse range of policy options to
the electorate (Reilly, 2001: 11).

Similar to consociationalism, centripetal
proposals for conflict management focus
on parties, elections and parliaments
as the institutions, which offer the most
potential for effective political engineer-
ing. However, the specific institutional
recommendations made by centripetal-
ists often run sharply counter to those
made by consociationalists. For instance,
rather than the fair representation
of ethnically defined political parties,
centripetalists place a premium on pro-
moting multi-ethnic parties and cross-
ethnic activity. This means that, in con-
trast to the consociational focus on
proportional elections, centripetal app-
roaches favour an aggregative majo-
ritarianism, with more emphasis on the
process by which different groups work
together than strict fairness of outcomes.
Thus Horowitz (1985, 1991) argues that
if the rules of the game are structured
so as to reward cooperative political
strategies with electoral success, office-
seeking candidates representing compet-
ing interests will respond to electoral
incentives to negotiate across ethnic lines
for reciprocal support.

How can such cooperative behaviour
be encouraged in divided societies, where
cooperation across social cleavages is,
by definition, lacking? One approach is
to use institutions that enable or require
cross-ethnic deal-making and accommo-
dative behaviour between competing
groups and their representatives. Centri-
petalists advocate electoral arrange-
ments that make politicians reciprocally
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dependent on the votes of members of
groups other than their own, and present
campaigning politicians with incentives
to court voter support across ethnic lines.
For instance, electoral processes can be
structured so as to require successful
candidates to gain support across differ-
ent regions of a country, thus helping to
break down the appeal of narrow parochi-
alism or regionalism. An example of such
a system can be found in the ‘distribution
requirement’ used for presidential elec-
tions in Nigeria and Indonesia.
A more direct and powerful centripetal

approach to electoral system design is to
use preferential, rank-order electoral sys-
tems, such as the alternative vote, which
require voters to declare not only their
first choice of candidate, but also their
second, third and subsequent choices
among all candidates standing. If no-
one gains an outright majority, these
votes are transferred according to their
rankings in order to elect a majority-
supported winner. Because they can
make politicians from different parties
reciprocally dependent on preference
transfers from their rivals, such systems
present candidates who wish to maximise
their electoral prospects with an incentive
to attract secondary preference votes
from other groups, so as to ensure the
broadest possible range of support for
their candidacy. The ethnically divided
Pacific states of Papua New Guinea
(PNG) and Fiji have both adopted such
systems in recent years, although PNG’s
experience appears to have been more
successful than Fiji’s (Reilly, 2007).
Other approaches attempt to undercut

the logic of ethnic politics by requiring
political parties to present ethnically
mixed slates of candidates for ‘at-large’
elections, thus making voter choice con-
tingent upon issues other than ethnicity.
In cases as diverse as Singapore, Nepal
and Djibouti, electoral laws require par-
ties to include ethnic minorities on
their lists of candidates in multi-member

districts, meaning that some degree of
cross-ethnic voting is mandated by the
electoral system. However, these kinds
of stipulations are often more tokenistic
than substantive. In Singapore, for in-
stance, parties and alliances contesting
multimember districts designated as
‘Group Representation Constituencies’
must include candidates from designated
ethnic minorities on their ticket – an
arrangement that requires only a minimal
degree of cross-ethnic voting and minor-
ity representation, while guaranteeing
the ongoing dominance of the long-ruling
People’s Action Party (Tan, 2005).

Just as their recommendations regard-
ing electoral systems differ, another im-
portant distinction between consociational
and centripetal approaches to conflict
management is their contrasting recom-
mendations regarding political parties. As
noted above, consociational prescriptions
advocate the presence of ethnically based
parties and party systems, and see a
virtue in having a multiplicity of parties
representing all significant social groups.
By contrast, centripetalists ideally favour
an aggregative party system, and there-
fore endorse the development of multi-
ethnic parties or coalitions. Over time, it is
argued, the presence of such party con-
stellations can serve to depoliticise social
cleavages and foster more fluid, cross-
cutting affiliations. Efforts to foster aggre-
gative and centrist political parties and
broad-based coalition governments, while
actively discouraging sectional or minority
groups from forging their own parties,
have been a distinctive feature of demo-
cratisation in some conflict-prone states
in Asia and Latin America (Reilly and
Nordlund ,2008).

The distinction between ‘bridging’ and
‘bonding’ political parties is again impor-
tant here. Classically, political scientists
have believed that majoritarian electoral
rules will, over time, encourage the
development of a two party system
(Duverger, 1954). This reductionist
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tendency occurs through a combination of
‘mechanical’ and ‘psychological’ electoral
system effects. Mechanically, because
they award seats on the basis of indivi-
dual ‘winner-take-all’ contests in single-
member districts, majoritarian elections
tend to over-represent large parties and
under-represent small ones, particularly
those with a dispersed share of the vote.
This tendency is compounded by the
psychological impact of this process on
voters, many of whom choose not to
‘waste’ their vote on a minor party, but
instead switch their support to one with
a reasonable chance of success. The
cumulative effect of these mechanical
and psychological factors is to system-
atically advantage large parties and
discriminate against small ones. The pay-
off for this discrimination is, in theory,
more decisive and effective government,
characterised by stable, responsible and
predictable majority rule.
A separate theoretical approach, de-

rived from basic game theory, argues that
the presence of two parties competing
for office should promote a convergence
towards the political centre, thus helping
avoid ideological and other kinds of polar-
isation. Anthony Downs famously showed
that, under plurality electoral rules and
a unidimensional (e.g. left-right) policy
spectrum, the winning strategy will focus
on the ‘median voter’ who has an equal
number of fellow voters to both the left
and the right (Downs, 1957). In a two-
party system, the most successful parties
will therefore be those that command
the middle ground. As a consequence,
office-seeking candidates in such sys-
tems need to adopt moderate policies
that appeal to the broadest possible array
of interests, avoiding extreme positions
and focussing instead on widely shared
demands: for example, the need for eco-
nomic growth, competent bureaucracy,
clean government and so on. Thus, in
theory, majoritarian elections and two-
party systems should produce centripetal

politics focussed on the political centre.
While critics argue that supporting evi-
dence is thin, a number of comparative
studies have found an association be-
tween more majoritarian electoral laws
and weaker cleavage politics across both
emerging and established democracies
(Norris, 2004).

The formation of governing coalitions
is another area of contrast between con-
sociational and centripetal approaches.
Just as consociationalists advocate the
formation of inclusive executive govern-
ments, centripetalists argue that multi-
ethnic coalitions are a near-essential
element of conflict management for di-
vided societies. But while both favour
executive power-sharing underpinned by
multi-ethnic coalition governments, again
there is disagreement on the optimal
application of these models. As noted
earlier, consociationalists advocate ‘grand
coalitions’ in which all significant parties
(and hence ethnic groups) are included
in the cabinet – if necessary, by constitu-
tional fiat, such as the mandatory power-
sharing provisions discussed earlier.
Centripetalists, by contrast, see grand
coalitions as being only weakly harnessed
to political incentives, and hence prone to
falling apart when contentious decisions
affecting group interests have to be
taken. Truly multi-ethnic parties or coali-
tions of parties founded on common
interests and vote-pooling electoral ar-
rangements are, they contend, more
likely to endure than forced coopera-
tion between erstwhile enemies. Thus,
Horowitz, favours pre-election pacts or
multi-ethnic coalitions to build enduring
‘coalitions of commitment’ in govern-
ment, as opposed to the weak and
tenuous ‘coalitions of convenience’ that,
he argues, characterise post-election
grand coalitions (Horowitz, 1991: 365).

Leadership is another bone of conten-
tion. Consociationalism assumes that en-
lightened elites will not just represent the
interests of their own communities but
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will also act moderately towards their
rivals, thus becoming a driving force
for inter-ethnic moderation in divided
societies. By contrast, centripetalism
places less faith in elite moderation – a
conviction supported by evidence that
elites, not ordinary voters, tend to be
the main drivers of political extremism
and democratic breakdown (Bermeo,
2003).
For centripetalists, communal modera-

tion is more dependent on the behaviour
of campaigning politicians and their
supporters on the ground, and it is
assumed that voters will follow the lead
of their political leaders and pool votes
across ethnic lines when asked to. The
willingness of Chinese voters to support
ethnically Malay candidates as part of
the ruling multi-ethnic coalition in
Malaysia is often cited as an example
of this kind of ‘vote-pooling’ in action
(Horowitz, 1991). More generally,
whereas consociational prescriptions
are seen as relying predominantly on
constraints (such as minority vetoes)
against hostility, the centripetal approach
focuses on the need for incentives to
motivate accommodative behaviour via
the search for secondary support. This
further distinguishes the centripetal mod-
el from that of consociationalism.
A final important area of contrast con-

cerns territorial recommendations such
as federalism, devolution and autonomy.
The competing logics of consociational
and centripetal approaches to conflict
management mean that ethnic federalism
is the natural choice for consociational-
ists, as already noted. The cross-ethnic
logic of centripetalism, by contrast, sug-
gests that a unitary state or non-ethnic
federal units would be a more appropriate
choice, given the centripetal focus on
multi-ethnicity as the key to conflict
management.
Similar to consociationalism, centripet-

alism has attracted significant criticism on
both empirical and conceptual grounds.

Empirically, critics point to the paucity of
centripetal models in the real world; the
limited application of cross-voting elec-
toral systems, distribution requirements
and other favoured devices; the difficulty
in both forming and sustaining multi-
ethnic political parties and coalitions in
divided societies; and the ambiguous
real-world experience of particular insti-
tutions such as the alternative vote
(Lijphart, 2004). Conceptually, centripet-
alism is also criticised for being essen-
tially majoritarian in nature. As
the logic of centripetalism is focussed,
above all, on the potential benefits of
aggregation – of votes, of opinions, of
parties – at one level, this is correct.
G. Bingham Powell, for example, notes
that political aggregation lies at the heart
of what he calls the ‘majoritarian vision’
of democracy: ‘the majoritarian view
favours much greater aggregation, while
the proportional view emphasizes the
importance of equitable reflection of
all points of view into the legislature’
(Powell, 2000). For this reason, critics
of centripetalism have often identified
the majoritarian nature of its institutional
recommendations as a key weakness.

Nonetheless, the majoritarian themes
of the centripetal approach and their
emphasis on aggregative, ‘bridging’
political parties are echoed by and find
support in a quite separate scholarly
literature, on the political economy of
development. Both literatures, for exam-
ple, advocate aggregative political insti-
tutions, majoritarian electoral processes
and broad-based ‘catch-all’ parties or
coalitions. These same recommendations
are also prominent in the ‘developmental
state’ literature on the optimum political
arrangements for economic development
in new democracies. Thus, various works
co-authored by Stephan Haggard have
consistently argued that a system of two
large parties or coalitions is the most
propitious arrangement for democratic
durability during periods of economic
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adjustment, while fragmented or po-
larised party systems represent a major
barrier to achieving economic reform
(Haggard and Webb, 1992; Haggard and
Kaufman, 1995). Such recommendat-
ions suggest a growing convergence
among different political science sub-dis-
ciplines on the benefits of aggregative
and centripetal institutions for political
development.

COMMUNALISM

A third approach to building stable de-
mocracy in ethnically divided societies
is to explicitly recognise the importance
of group identity in politics by making
social cleavages a fundamental building
block of the entire political system – for
example, by ensuring that ethnic repre-
sentation and ratios are pre-set according
to explicit communal criteria in the elec-
toral system, the parliament and other
key institutions. Under such schemes,
legislative seats are often allocated on a
communal basis, and in some cases the
entire political system is based upon
communal considerations – distinguish-
ing it from the ‘self-determined’ model
of ethnic representation favoured by con-
sociationalists (Lijphart, 1995). Perhaps
the best-known example is Lebanon’s
‘confessional’ political system, in which
parliamentary seats are equally divided
between Christian and Muslim members,
with key executive offices such as the
president and prime minister also allo-
cated on a sectarian basis. The former
constitutions of Cyprus (1960) and Fiji
(1970, 1997) are other cases of systems
that pre-allocated parliamentary seats
along ethnic lines. Most recently, Burun-
di’s 2005 Constitution divides the cabinet,
parliament and most civil service agen-
cies along a pre-set 60:40 Hutu/Tutsi
ratio. As this list suggests, few of
these arrangements have had much

success in promoting either inter-ethnic
peace or democracy.

Other communal schemes allow re-
served seats to be elected by all voters
in much the same manner as other
members of parliament. In India, for
example, one-fifth of parliamentary seats
are reserved for scheduled tribes and
castes – but without a separate voters’
roll. New Zealand and Taiwan maintain a
smaller number of seats for indigenous
voters, while a number of Central and
East European democracies also reserve
a few parliamentary seats for minorities.
While none of these are communal
systems, each contains elements of
communalism via the pre-allocation of
seats for specific minorities (Reilly and
Nordlund, 2008).

Despite this foothold in some regions,
communalism has faded in popularity
since its heyday in earlier periods of
colonial rule, when such schemes were
often introduced in early representative
bodies under British colonialism in Asia
and Africa. There are several reasons for
this disenchantment with communalism.
A core problem is that communal
schemes inevitably require some official
recognition and determination of group
identity. As well as creating real moral
dilemmas, this official designation of
ethnicity assumes that ethnic identities
are immutable and enduring, and thus
can contribute to the solidification of
ethnic politics rather than its breakdown.
Because of this, communal systems tend
to suffer from a distinct lack of flexibility:
changes in the proportions of ethnic
groups present in the community are

‘while centripetalism is
indeed a majoritarian

model, it is a
majoritarianism of

broad-based parties and
inclusive coalitions y’
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seldom reflected in the larger political
system, which is effectively frozen in time
from whenever the original determina-
tions of group proportions were made.
Finally, by its nature communalism mili-
tates against political integration: it is
exceptionally difficult to establish national
political parties, for example, under a
system of communal representation (Re-
illy and Reynolds, 1999).
In terms of the broader political engi-

neering debates, communal approaches
are clearly more consistent with conso-
ciationalism than they are with centripet-
alism. Communally based parties and
electoral systems, for instance, tend to
be incompatible with centripetalism, as
they require a formal identification of
ethnicity and can thus contribute to the
consolidation of ethnic politics rather
than its breakdown. Nonetheless, cases
such as Lebanon and Fiji can be seen as
representing mixtures of both centripetal
and communal approaches, as in each
case their electoral systems encourage
cross-ethnic voting in the context of pre-
determined ratios of ethnic representa-
tion. But communalism clearly has stron-
ger links with consociationalism: as long
as communal seats are distributed pro-
portionately, communal rolls and other
devices that explicitly recognise ethnic
identity are, as Lijphart has noted,
entirely consistent with consociational
approaches (Lijphart, 1985).

CONCLUSION

In practice, the three political engineering
models of consociationalism, centripetal-
ism and communalism should probably
be seen more as ideal types rather than
coherent, all-encompassing prescrip-
tions. Indeed, many countries use com-
binations of each, Table 1 sets out the key
recommendations of each approach.

Despite their differences, advocates
of consociationalism, centripetalism and
communalism nonetheless do find
agreement on some broader issues. For
instance, there is a general consensus on
the capacity of political institutions to
change political outcomes, and hence on
the utility of political engineering. Com-
mon ground is also found in the central
role ascribed to political parties and
electoral systems as key institutional
variables influencing the reduction – or
escalation – of communal tensions in
ethnically diverse societies. There is also
a broad acceptance of the need in divided
societies to deal with the political effects
of ethnicity directly, rather than wishing
them away. At a minimum, this means
some type of government arrangement
that gives all significant groups access
to power, either directly or indirectly. For
instance, multi-ethnic coalitions are
favoured by both consociationalists and
centripetalists, as a desirable form of
power-sharing for divided societies.

The contemporary experience of these
different approaches has varied depend-
ing on the severity of the conflicts at
stake. In deeply divided post-war scenar-
ios, such as Bosnia, Northern Ireland and
most recently Iraq, consociationalism re-
mains the dominant approach. However,
this trend is party driven by the United
Nations’ approach to post-conflict demo-
cratisation, which favours PR elections
and power-sharing governments in the
immediate aftermath of a conflict. Else-
where, in less catastrophic cases, the

‘[there is a] broad
acceptance of the need in
divided societies to deal
with the political effects

of ethnicity directly,
rather than wishing

them away’.
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trend in many regions seems to be away
from the ethnically based approach of
consociationalism towards more fluid,
centripetal models. Thus, there has been

a marked shift in recent years away from
consociational models in some regions,
such as Asia, towards of more centripetal
institutions (Reilly, 2006).
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